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League Centre
If you manage a soccer league you
know how much work is involved in
ensuring that the league is operated
fairly for all its participants. But
managing your league doesn’t have to
be a labour intensive task.
League
Centre
is
the
most
sophisticated league management
system on the market and we
guarantee that when you use it, not
only does your work load decrease
but the service you offer your
members will increase significantly.

Easy Communication
One of your biggest challenges in
operating your league is keeping your
members informed of league matters.
League Centre solves this problem by
sending system generated emails to
the relevant people when for example
you make a schedule change or issue
a suspension.
When you have broadcast emails that
need to be sent you can send them
through your league web site using
mailing lists that are automatically
generated and maintained for you.
Web publishing is also straight
forward with League Centre’s easy to
use editing tools. With League Centre
you no longer need to be a software
expert. As long as you can use a web
browser
you
can
publish
announcements and photographs on
your web site

Automated Statistics
Obtaining league statistics is a tedious
and slow task if you have to
consolidate email, fax or telephone
reports from referees and coaches.
With League Centre the responsibility
of managing the statistics is given to
the team managers who have to
submit a game report within 24 hours

of the game. Failure to do so will
force League Centre to email the
team a reminder once a day until the
task is complete.
Once both teams have submitted a
matching game report the standings
and scoring charts are automatically
updated for you.
You can easily configure League
Centre if you want to restrict the
public viewing of statistics on your
web site.

Customized Game Sheets
Handwritten game sheets are now so
passé. Coaches don’t appreciate
writing them up and office staff
struggle to read them.
With League Centre your coaches
can pre print game sheets with all the
relevant information on them. All the
coach needs to do is sign it.
The game sheets can be customized
to meet your requirements.

Easy Scheduling
League Centre’s powerful schedule
engine allows you to quickly generate
your initial schedule.
Once the schedule is published it can
be easily maintained by the league
administrator. Schedule changes can
be made as long as the change will
not cause a double booking of the
field with not just your own league but
also with other leagues that use the
E2E Soccer network.

Discipline Management
Unfortunately you are going to have
some discipline issues to manage
throughout the season. Normally this
would be a lot of work for the
administrator but with League Centre
suspensions to both players and

team officials can be issued quickly
using the League Centre discipline
tools. Suspension letters are
immediately emailed to the player,
coaches and club officers.
Suspensions are also listed on the
game sheets so the referee and
opponents can see which players or
team officials need to sit out.

Customization
We recognize that your league is
different and will have its own set of
rules and procedures that are
probably unique. Consequently we
realize that your League Centre
system will need to be customized by
our technical staff to meet your
requirements.
Our goal is to give you the league
management system that you need.

Referee Assignment
League Centre can operate as a
stand alone system; however
integrating it with our Ref Centre
product offers several advantages.
Firstly you can be sure that your
referee assigner is working on the
same schedule as you are which
should eliminate referee no shows.
Secondly all red and yellow card
reports submitted by your referees
can be immediately viewed on your
League Centre system.
Find out more about League Centre
Visit www.e2esoccer.com to learn
more about League Centre’s
features or contact us.
E2E Soccer
613 839 0606
info@e2esoccer.com

